
SuperBrawl 1999: Gah I’m Sick
Of That Wolfpac Song
SuperBrawl 1999
Date: February 21, 1999
Location: Oakland Arena, Oakland, California
Attendance: 15,880
Commentators: Mike Tenay, Tony Schiavone, Bobby Heenan

Back to WCW to get three more shows down. This time we’re
closing out 1999 which was the year when everything fell apart
for these guys. The main event tonight is, wait for it, wait
for it……HOGAN VS. FLAIR!!! Other than that we have a double
elimination tournament final for the tag titles and Hall vs.
Piper in what I’m sure will be a classic. Let’s get to it.

The opening video is about various people that have won the
world title. We get shots of their heads spinning around and
audio of them winning the title. Then there are clips of
Goldberg and Bigelow who also fight tonight.

The  announcers  talk  about  how  Flair  has  EVERYTHING  in
wrestling riding on him tonight, whatever that means here.

We get a video on the tag title tournament which is double
elimination for no apparent reason other than WCW has to have
things be more complicated than needed. We get promos from the
Horsemen  who  don’t  have  much  to  say.  Windham  and  Hennig
already beat the Horsemen once, because I guess you need to
see the match for free before you decide if you want to pay to
see it again.

But wait, we’re STILL not ready for the opening match because
Gene needs to talk about the Hotline first.

Disco Inferno vs. Booker T
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Disco is in the Wolfpac here to give you an idea how far the
NWO has fallen. Why are these two fighting? Who cares, it’s
not important enough to mention apparently. Ok to be fair we
do get a clip from Thunder of Disco getting on Harlem Heat’s
nerves because Stevie is in the Black and White so Booker
jumped  him  in  defense  of  his  family.  That’s  better  than
nothing. Booker is just starting to become a big deal in
singles competition.

After almost ten minutes into the show, we get the opening
bell. And never mind as it’s time to pose. Booker hiptosses
Disco and Tony tries to explain why WCW is still fighting the
NWO. There’s a Disco Sucks chant as the crowd seems very hot
tonight.  Disco  comes  back  with  a  very  nice  spinning
neckbreaker. Booker slams him but Disco kicks him off. Disco
is hanging in there more than you would expect. Oh wait, dance
break.

Disco  comes  back  again  with  some  basic  stuff  and  then  a
chinlock. They’re looking crips here instead of just going
through the motions here and it’s really helping. Disco closes
him over the top and out to the floor. Back in and Disco slams
him and drops a middle rope elbow for two. Booker comes back
with kicks, resulting in the ax kick but he doesn’t go up yet.

Disco comes back AGAIN (not a bad thing) but jumps into an
Alabama Slam. Brain calls it an ax kick and even Tony thinks
he sounds crazy. Disco takes him down for about the fifth time
but the Chartbuster is countered. Side Kick sets up the Harlem
Hangover (top rope flipping legdrop) gets the pin.

Rating: B-. This was WAY better than you would ever expect it
to be. Disco got in a lot of offense and the match was really
good as a result. Instead of a squash we got a back and forth
match with Disco coming close to having a chance, which is way
more than you would expect from him. Good stuff and the crowd
is still hot.



Chris Jericho vs. Perry Saturn

Saturn lost a loser wears a dress match to set this up.
Ralphus is in a dress and Jericho is in something that looks
Japanese. They started playing Saturn’s music and then changed
it to Jericho, which was the right song as he came out first.
Referee  Scott  Dickinson  is  involved  in  this  somehow  on
Jericho’s side. Saturn is in a dress also. Jericho runs his
mouth before the match and tells Saturn he looks like an
idiot. That ticks Saturn off and we’re ready to go.

They go to the floor and into the crowd almost immediately.
Back to ringside and Saturn goes into the barricade. Back into
the ring and Saturn shifts between a German suplex into a
dragon suplex before settling for a t-bone suplex. Saturn
avoids a dropkick and slingshots Jericho to the floor. For no
apparent reason, Saturn throws Ralphus into the ring and rips
Ralphus’ dress off.

Jericho  uses  the  distraction  to  pop  Saturn  in  the  head,
followed by a suplex. Chris tries his posing pin but Saturn
takes him down and rams his head into the mat. Jericho knocks
him to the floor for a bit but misses a top rope splash back
inside.  Saturn,  with  his  dress  bunching  up  on  him,  kicks
Jericho down and hits a frog splash. He loads up the Death
Valley Driver but Jericho counters into a rollup with feet on
the ropes for two.

They exchange control for a few seconds until the Canadian
hits a German on the American for two. Jericho hits a top rope
cross body but Saturn rolls into the Rings of Saturn. He’s too
close to the ropes though and Jericho gets to the ropes. Now
Saturn tries a Lionsault but Jericho rolls away and hits one
of his own for two. A spinwheel kick misses for Jericho and he
walks  into  the  Death  Valley  Driver.  Instead  of  covering
though, Saturn hits a DVD on referee Dickinson and walks out
on the match, meaning he has to keep wearing the dress.



Rating: C+. Not a great match here but they picked things up
towards the end. Then they got to the end and things got a lot
worse. The Saturn dress thing went on for awhile while Jericho
just went through the motions for the next few months before
he finally got to go to the WWF in August.

Rey and Konnan are giving an interview on the internet. It’s
Rey’s mask vs. Liz’s hair in a tag match later.

We recap Page vs. Scott Steiner. Steiner wants Kimberly and I
think threw her out of a moving car. That match is later
apparently.

Cruiserweight Title: Billy Kidman vs. Chavo Guerrero Jr.

Billy is defending. These two were a team in the tag title
tournament but have split up obviously. Kidman sends him to
the floor and Chavo yells at the fans. Luger is out of the tag
match with Nash tonight and Nash has a replacement. Back in
for a few seconds but Chavo is knocked right back outside.
Kidman follows this time and gets pulled from the apron into
the barricade to give the challenger control.

A weak brainbuster gets two. Off to a chinlock by Chavo as
Tony and Bobby debate what it means to be aggressive. Chavo
knocks him to the floor and hits a gorgeous flip dive to the
floor. Kidman comes back with a top rope cross body for two.
Chavo starts working on the back to try to slow Kidman down.
He tries to powerbomb him but gets backdropped and Kidman gets
in a dropkick as Chavo comes off the top. The selling is
really quick in this match.

Kidman tries to take him into the corner but Chavo takes over
and hits a top rope rana for two. The crowd is DEAD for this
which is both not surprising and a bit annoying because the
match isn’t that bad. At the end of the day though, it’s not
that bad which is probably why they’re so dead. Chavo hits an
elevated DDT with Kidman draped over the top rope for two. He
tries a powerbomb but Kidman counters into a facejam (one of



his signature moves) and the Shooting Star Press gets the pin.

Rating: C. Not bad but we’ve seen Cruiserweight matches so
many times before and a lot of them are a lot better than this
one. Chavo was never the kind of high flier that was going to
make people say WOW when he wrestled which is fine because
he’s a heel here, but he didn’t have the heel attitude yet to
back that up. Still though, it was fine for a 9 minute match.

Quick video on Bigelow vs. Goldberg.

Tag Titles: Barry Windham/Curt Hennig vs. Dean Malenko/Chris
Benoit

Since WCW is stupid, in this case if the cowboys get the first
win, they win the titles (they’re vacant coming in). If the
Horsemen (Malenko/Benoit as it occurs to me that all four have
been Horsemen at one point) win the first fall, they have a
second  match.  The  cowboys  have  beaten  the  Horsemen  once
already in this tournament. Tony goes into a long explanation
of how the teams have motivation to win the match, because
WINNING THE TITLES isn’t a good enough reason.

Dean and Barry start things off with Barry running away a lot.
They go to the mat and Dean rolls Windham around a bit so it’s
a double tag. Tony explains how three of the four guys in here
are  second  generation  wrestlers.  Heenan:  “So  is  (referee)
Mickie  Jay.”  Tony:  “Who  is  his  father?”  Heenan:  “Well  he
wasn’t  a  wrestling  referee.  He  umpired  a  peewee  football
league in Moline, Illinois.” Heenan’s on tonight with the
comedy.

Hennig gets chopped to the floor and runs from Malenko. Off to
Barry vs. Benoit Windham gets thrown around and it’s off to
Malenko who hits a dropkick but I think Windham was supposed
to hold the rope to avoid the contact. There might have been a
tag in there somewhere but it’s Barry vs. Dean still anyway.
Even Tony says that was kind of odd. Hennig comes in for a
double clothesline which missed but Dean sells it for two



anyway.

Dean manages a bridging pin of some sort as the crowd is quiet
again. That’s a shame as they were white hot for the opener.
Dean rolls through and tags Benoit in after not having much
damage  done  to  him.  Chris  cleans  house  and  backdrops  a
cheating Windham. Backbreaker gets two on Curt. Back to Dean
who gets two off a belly to back suplex. Benoit comes in again
and the referee literally has his back to the action for about
20 seconds. Swan Dive hits Hennig but Windham makes the save
again.

Now  Dean  covers  him  but  the  referee  STILL  isn’t  paying
attention. It’s not even a heel thing. He’s just not doing
that well in this match. The fans are booing him now. Curt
gets crotched on the top so Dean dropkicks him down to the
apron. Everything breaks down and throwing someone over the
top isn’t a DQ this time for whatever reason. The referee is
with Barry again but turns around to see Hennig hit Dean low.
Think that’s a DQ? Nope, as Barry comes back in to suplex
Malenko for two.

Now the referee doesn’t pay attention as the Cowboys beat up
Malenko on the floor. Barry covers him with one hand for two
and it’s back to Hennig. The fans aren’t thrilled with this
match. Benoit comes in before he’s tagged but the referee is
cool with that. The crowd is dying quickly. Back to Barry who
hits the superplex but Dean saves. By “saves”, I mean doesn’t
touch him but Barry jumps off Benoit anyway. This is like a
comedy of errors.

The Cowboys hit a double suplex (after messing up a bit first
of course) for two. Hennig hits his necksnap for two. Heenan
wants  a  flamethrower  brought  in  here.  Tony:  “You  are  an
idiot.” Dean makes a save off a Windham something that we
don’t see. This match is going on WAY too long. Benoit finally
breaks through and gets the hot tag. Everything breaks down
and on the second attempt, the Cloverleaf makes Windham tap.



We get a thirty second rest period between falls here. The
Horsemen hammer on Hennig during the break and Dean goes for
the Cloverleaf again. Windham chokes him out with a belt and
pins him to win the titles in 20 seconds.

Rating: D. I love the Horsemen but the refereeing was HORRIBLE
here. Actually most of the match was horrible here. Aside from
that, Benoit still hasn’t won a title at this point. Instead
we get a title on BARRY FREAKING WINDHAM??? In 1989 sure but
in 1999? Seriously? A boring match and stupid stipulations so
that Benoit and Malenko can win and then not get the titles
anyway. Stupid all around, but such is WCW. Malenko and Benoit
would get the titles in three weeks and lose them in another
two weeks.

We recap the US Title feud which somehow involves Hall, Nash,
Flair, Hart, Benoit, Will Sasso from MadTV and results in
Piper vs. Hall for the title later.

Outsiders vs. Rey Mysterio/Konnan

Hall is substituting for Luger. It’s Mysterio’s mask vs. Liz’s
(HOT here) hair. Why? Not really worth mentioning according to
the announcers. Luger is with them too. Heenan runs down the
idea of lucha libre and the masks Rey wears. Rey and Hall
start as Heenan keeps going. Hall throws the toothpick at him
so Rey throws it back. Now why hasn’t anyone else ever done
that?

Hall shoves him around with ease so Rey speeds things up with
an armdrag. The Outsiders aren’t taking this seriously at all
because they’re smaller. Also Konnan was recently thrown out
of the Wolfpac so there’s your reason for him being in this.
Dropkick knocks Rey down and a springboard Fameasser gets two.
Seated Senton (called a Thesz Press for reasons of general
stupidity by Tony) puts Hall down as well.

Rey tries a third springboard but jumps into the fallaway
slam. Off to Nash who gets a pop as well. He literally throws



Rey around and it’s back to Hall again. Hall plays the drums
on Rey’s head and loads up the Outsider’s Edge but Mysterio
escapes and makes the hot tag to Konnan. He cleans house for a
bit but gets caught in the back by a knee from Nash and a
clothesline from Hall to slow things down again.

The beating goes on for awhile as this is bordering on an
extended Outsiders squash. Konnan gets in some right hands and
a double clothesline takes both Hall and Konnan down. Double
tag brings in Rey and Nash and it’s springboard dropkicks all
around. Everything breaks down and Konnan/Rey double team both
guys. Luger trips up Konnan and sends him into the steps. Rey
hits a moonsault and his knee “hits” Nash in the head to knock
him out cold. Liz distracts the referee so Hall can hit the
Edge on Rey and put Nash on top for the pin.

Rating: C. Not the worst match in the world and it had the hot
ending, but what does this gain? Rey in a mask is a superhero,
and without it he’s just another guy. I get that you couldn’t
cut Liz’s hair, but maybe that shouldn’t have been up in the
first place. I mean, why would you want to have $25 masks of a
popular wrestler for sale? Who would want that?

Rey takes his mask off. Nash says put it back on. Rey looks
about 13, making him FAR less interesting and making his name
(King of Mystery) totally worthless. Such is WCW.

TV Title: Scott Steiner vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Steiner is Wolfpac and champion here. There’s no transition
between the matches as he celebrates with the Outsiders on
their way out. Scott brings some plant (and hot) chick into
the ring pre match. Page is all serious here. Steiner stalls
so Page takes it to the floor. Total brawl for the most part
so far with Page pounding on him for the first few minutes.
Steiner knocks him into the railing but Page is right back up
with a top rope clothesline and a neckbreaker.

Here’s Buff Bagwell because we can’t go five minutes without a



run-in here. Bagwell gets in the ring and this is all cool.
Page cleans house anyway and knocks Buff to the floor, but
Buff hits Page in the back to let Steiner take over. Out to
the floor and Page is sent into the barricade and Buff hammers
on him some more. Both guys choke Page as Heenan repeats both
announcers. This match is going nowhere.

Page gets in a tiny bit of offense here and there but we’re
mainly in squash land. Page pulls Steiner’s trunks down so
Tony can make his moon jokes. Buff slides in a chair and
distracts the referee (why bother?) so Steiner can hit Page
with it. Page escapes the Recliner with a low blow (referee
was two feet away and looking right at it) as Buff uses
boltcutters to take the pads off. This is like a cartoon. Buff
actually gets ejected as Steiner has Page covered.

DDP knocks Steiner to the floor and Page dives onto Steiner
but gets sent into the steps for his efforts. Back in Scott
hits what he calls the Frankensteiner anymore for two. Page
hits his jumping DDT (called the Diamond Dream, in the only
time I remember hearing it called that) for a delayed two.
Page tries the Cutter but Steiner sends him into the exposed
buckles. Another shot into them sets up the Recliner for the
referee stoppage. By Recliner I mean a chinlock because he
can’t even be bothered putting Page’s arms over his knees.

Rating: D-. This was pretty awful. Steiner was pushed like a
god for WAY too long, despite not many people caring about him
at all. Him putting someone in the Recliner until they passed
out  was  WCW’s  version  of  Flair  interferes,  Pedigree,  HHH
retains from 2002-2003. Horribly bad match but they’re old
guys in WCW so you know they’re not going to be that good.

Page gets taken out on a stretcher to make Steiner look even
stronger. The fans chant that Page sucks.

Mark Madden talks to Bigelow who says this was his plan.

US Title: Roddy Piper vs. Scott Hall



This match alone should sum up most of WCW’s problems from
this era (or most eras for that matter) in a nutshell. First
of all, this is the third straight match with the Wolfpac
theme music in it. Second, WCW has a roster including but not
limited  to:  Hart,  Booker  T,  Benoit,  Mysterio,  Jericho,
Malenko, Saturn, Guerrero, Guerrero Jr. and probably a bunch
of people that I’m forgetting, and they have Piper vs. Hall
for the title and the announcers treat it like some dream
match. That’s WCW for you.

Disco is with Hall here. We hear about Piper winning the US
Title for the first time from Flair back in 1981. Why do you
need me here? These jokes write themselves. Piper throws the
kilt on Hall and pounds away at him. Piper does his usual
punching,  choking  and  poking.  Oh  and  slapping  too.  Can’t
forget the slapping. Hall is about to tell him to suck it so
Piper hits him in the ribs then tries an actual wrestling
move, hitting a neckbreaker for two.

Hall hits the shoulder blocks with the wristlock but Piper
pulls the hair to take Hall down. Disco tries to interfere so
Piper messes up his hair. There’s Disco’s career highlight.
Hall takes a few atomic drops and Piper pokes him in the
throat. Out to the floor for Piper to chase Disco but Hall
rams him into the steps instead. Back inside and hall punches
him down. Piper hits him low but Hall basically no sells it.
Piper gets put in the Tree of Woe as Heenan says Hall is one
of the top five in the world today. At what exactly?

Piper gets out of the corner and Tony praises him for doing it
on his own. Off to the abdominal stretch and Piper is in
trouble again. In a moment that gives me a small seizure,
Heenan ACTUALLY EXPLAINS SOMETHING, saying that when Disco
pulls on Hall’s arm, it’s not so much for the torque on Piper
but also to prevent Piper from being able to move Hall around
or hip toss him.

Disco lets go and Piper hiptosses out. Piper hooks the sleeper



but Disco comes in to break it up. Disco gets beaten up and
Nash runs in. Piper hits him too but Hall gets in a shot and
covers with his feet on the ropes to win the title. Yeah,
because SCOTT HALL is the right choice to give a title too.
That gives the NWO the World, US and TV Titles. In 1999.

Rating: F. This match was awful. I mean really, PIPER VS. HALL
IN 1999??? Who thinks that’s a good idea other than Piper,
Hall and their mothers? Terrible match with neither guy being
able to do much other than punches and really basic holds.
Matches like these are the reason this company went under.

Piper, ever the sportsman, throws the title at Hall’s feet,
gets in a fight with Hall and steals the belt back. Piper runs
from the Outsiders and shouts something at them. Was there a
point to this at all?

Oh and this match was originally going to be Bret vs. Benoit
but WCW decided this was the better choice.

Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Goldberg

Goldberg gets the first real pop in an hour and a half. He’s
billed from Stone Mountain here instead of Atlanta. Did they
owe Jake Roberts a favor or something? I’m still trying to get
over the fact that people said Austin and Goldberg looked
alike. Stalling to start and they test each others’ power.
Bigelow shoulder blocks him down so Goldberg picks him up for
a delayed slam, sending Bigelow to the floor.

The announcers praise Goldberg for being able to do basic
stuff. Goldberg picks Bigelow up for what we would call an FU.
He then applies probably the worst cross armbreaker you’ll
ever see. The fans chant ECW and Bigelow gets to the floor and
hits Goldberg low a bunch of times. Bigelow works on the knee
and goes back inside for more knee work. Now he works on the
arm and hooks a chinlock. This isn’t exactly what I expected
for a Goldberg match.



Goldie fights out of it and hits a belly to back suplex.
Bigelow slams him down and hits the top rope headbutt for two.
Moonsault  misses  and  Goldberg  loads  up  the  spear.  HUGE
reaction for that but Bigelow moves. I mean literally, the
fans rose up to see it. The second attempt hits and he sets
for the Jackhammer but stops. He superkicks Bigelow instead
and spears him again. NOW the Jackhammer gets the pin.

Rating: D. Yeah the match was bad but this single handedly
brought the crowd back to life. Just to further prove how
stupid WCW was, they had decided that this guy getting these
kind of reactions wasn’t worth it because they needed to take
the title off Nash and have him hand it back to Hogan. The
idiocy of this company continues to astound me. The match
mostly sucked.

WCW World Title: Ric Flair vs. Hulk Hogan

No video intro or anything, because who would ever want to
watch a WCW show years after the fact? Hogan comes out to the
Wolfpac music too, putting the total at five matches out of
nine having Wolfpac members in them. Hogan is champion. Flair
got a long beatdown on Nitro before this that ran like 10
minutes or so. Hogan runs him over to start and does it again.
Oh I really don’t like where this is going.

Flair gets in a hard chop as we get the backstory two minutes
into the match. Flair was president of the company and made
Hogan  defend  here,  then  the  NWO  destroyed  David  Flair
(remember that) so Ric put himself into the match to get
revenge and maybe the title. Hogan clotheslines him down for
two. He chops at Flair in the corner but Flair comes back with
some of his own.

The knee drop hits Hogan, complete with the camera cutting
away so that Flair knee dropping the mat is missed. Hogan
takes him down again as Flair can’t get anything going. Flair
Flip sends him out to the floor. Out to the floor and Flair



blades before Hogan hits him with the chair. Hogan wins the
slugout (duh) and this is becoming very one sided. Then again
that’s how most Flair matches start.

A suplex on the floor keeps Flair down and they go back
inside. Flair gets all fired up, basically Hulking Up so Hogan
punches  him  down  with  ease  and  whips  him  with  the
weightlifting belt. Flair goes for the leg to take Hulk down
but Hogan whips him with the belt from his back. This is
ridiculously one sided. Flair pokes him in the eye and kicks
him low (remember that Flair is the good guy here). He whips
Hogan with the belt and Hogan ACTUALLY SELLS IT!!! I’m as
shocked as you are.

Hogan is bleeding a bit now too. The fans are looking at
something else and here comes the mystery chick from some
vignettes over the past few weeks. It’s Torrie Wilson who has
been  shown  talking  to  an  unseen  cameraman  who  she’s  been
sleeping with apparently. She comes in and stays at ringside
as Flair punches Hogan in the corner. Flair suplexes Hogan but
Hogan does the power kickout and Flair lands on the referee.

Hogan drops an elbow on the referee and pounds on Flair. Big
boot hits but the Legdrop misses. Here’s a masked man who
draws David Flair chants. Now remember, David got beaten half
to death by the NWO recently, so there would be NO REASON AT
ALL for him to beat up Flair. The masked man gets in the ring,
stuns Ric with a tazer and lets Hogan keep the title.

Rating:  D-.  So  basically  this  was  a  Hogan  squash  for  8
minutes, then three minutes of Flair getting in some offense,
then Hogan coming back and destroying Flair some more, then
Torrie came out, then David (oh sorry, the masked man) came
out and tazed Flair and Hogan wins. That’s your PPV main event
people.

The masked man is the aforementioned cameraman and yep, it’s
David Flair.



Overall  Rating:  D-.  It’s  another  show  that  sums  up  WCW’s
problems in one night: nonsensical twists (the explanation is
that David turned on his dad for Torrie. His father is Ric
Flair. Do you really think Ric couldn’t get him about 100
gorgeous women? Oh wait, HE DID THAT SOON AFTER THIS SHOW) bad
booking picks (yeah let’s give Scott Hall a title) and the NWO
winning all of their matches and holding all of the important
singles titles. Also, no face won a major match tonight. Bad
BAD show and a good example of why WCW was falling further and
further into a black hole.

Remember to like me on Facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/pages/kbwrestlingreviewscom/1179302949
74885?sk=wall


